
1. What is Meth? Look below!

• Meth is also called ice, speed, crystal, crank. It has many names 

• People take meth to stay awake, to lose weight, to escape problems

• Meth causes tooth decay, vomiting, bad breath, tooth loss, acne

• The chemicals in meth can kill you

2. CIRCLE ONE: Meth can control...

A. your mind

B. your body

C. your future

D. All the above

3. Why do people do meth?

A. to stay awake, lose weight, and escape problems

B. to make them feel good

C. to look good

D. to impress their friends and family
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4. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ONE: Why is meth so 
harmful?

A. the chemicals in meth are lethal

B. Creates a false sense of pleasure

C. Pushes your body farther than it is meant to go

D. These are all correct

5. Meth is sometimes made with…

A. Food

B. Paper and plastic

C. harmful chemicals like lighter fuel or gasoline

D. metal 
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ACTIVITY: Circle all the bad things tobacco can do to you 

List below all the bad things that happen to your body if you 

smoke tobacco: 

 

 

 

CIRCLE ONE: What can tobacco do to your appearance? 

A. make you look cool  

B. make you smell good 

C. make breath smell good 

D. make you smell bad, make your breath smell bad, and stain your teeth 



1. CIRCLE ONE: Alcohol is a drug

1. TRUE

2. FALSE

2. What can alcohol do to you?

A. it can make you gain weight

B. too much alcohol can make your eyes red

C. it can cause damage to your liver

D. All the above

3. At what age can you legally purchase alcohol?

A. 17

B. 19

C. 21

D. 25
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ACTIVITY: In the circles above, write down the differences between alcohol, to-

bacco, and meth. In the middle, write down what they have in common 

METH TOBACCO 

ALCOHOL 

COMMON 

COMMON 

COMMON 

COMMON 
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State Opioid Response (SOR) 
Unit One 

Section 1: Medication Education 

Key outcomes and 

goals covered in this 

part:

SOR#1 

Review: 

1) What do you think the doctor considered about Isaiah when they prescribed how much medication he

should take ? Circle the correct answer below.

A. Age

B. Weight

C. Height

D. All of the above

ACTIVITY:   

Isaiah’s throat has been really sore. When his grandfather takes him to the doctor, she 

conducts a rapid strep test. The test indicates that Isaiah has a really bad cough, and not 

strep throat. The doctor prescribes an antibiotic medication that must be purchased at the 

pharmacy. The doctor tells his grandfather that he needs to use the device provided to 

carefully measure out 5mL of medication for each dose.  There is a medicine label below, 

for this activity please identify the parts of the label and answer the following questions 

below. 

1. Who is allowed to take this medication? ____________________________________

2. Put an X on the name of the pharmacy where the prescription was filled.

3. Underline the name of the prescribing physician.

Pear Tree Pharmacy  

1913 White Street, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701 | 573-789-1000 

Caution: Federal law prohibits the transfer of this drug to any person other than patient. 

RX# 54321 

Date Filled: 11/17/2020 

Patient: Isaiah Lindsey Jr.  

123 BGC Street, MO 63701 



  

 

Below are some questions to answer based on the prescription below 

 

1.What is the name of the medication?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How often should John take the medication?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How much medication should John take for each dose?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Are there any warnings or special directions?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Apple Blossom Pharmacy  

1915 Brown Street, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701 | 573-995-1650  

 

Caution: Federal law prohibits the transfer of this drug to any person other than patient.  

 

RX# 846551             

 Date Filled: 11/22/2020  

 

Patient: John Jefferies  

576 BGC Street, MO 63701         

 

 



Smart Moves 
Unit Six: How Drugs and Alcohol Effect My Body 

Section 2: Smoking Cigarettes and Vaping and the Harm 

Key outcomes and 

goals covered in this 

part:

SMG#6 

a c r o l e i n v c 

r a i n o m m a b e 

s t l l m u p e d n 

e a a e k e n j m i 

n r q d a z u l u t 

i c x y e d u x i o 

c l o n a h t e m c 

c x e r g q d u d i 

n i c k e l o n a n 

v q n q x n t l c b 

ACTIVITY:   

For this activity use the cigarette shaped word search to find some of the harmful 
things found inside a cigarette and vapes. You can find the words and 

what they mean by looking at the word bank shaped vape.  

Nicotine– a highly addictive substance that negatively 

affects adolescent brain development 

Acrolein– a herbicide primarily used to kill weeds, can 

cause irreversible lung damage 

Cadmium– a toxic metal found in traditional cigarettes 

that causes breathing problems and disease 

Benzene– a volatile organic compound (VOC) found in 

car exhaust 

Ammonia- is a common household cleaner typically 

used to clean bathrooms, in vapes and cigarettes its 

used to help increase the exposure to nicotine.  

Arsenic– a very dangerous mixture commonly known to 

be found in rat poison  

Lead– a metal commonly found around the house and 

even in your pencils that starts to fill the lungs of smok-

ers 

Methanol– a very toxic gas used to help power many 

everyday life thing, even used to help boost rockets.  

Nickel– when combined with many of the other prod-

ucts when harvesting tobacco and creating vape liquid 

helps expose toxics to smokers lungs and blood stream. 

Tar- contains most of the cancer-causing chemicals 

found in tobacco smoke. When tobacco smoke is in-

haled, the tar can form a sticky layer on the inside of the 

lungs   



Smart Moves 
Unit Two: Friendship 

Section 1 & 2: We Are All Special / I Respect Myself and Others

Key outcomes and 

goals covered in this 

part: 

SMG#7 
SMG#8 

Comic Strip 1– Your with a group  of your  friends in the mall and one of them asks that you help stand in front of them while they steal  
something from the store and help walk in front of them to help cover it up. What would you do? 

ACTIVITY:   

In our everyday lives we run into many challenges and problems, 
some of which we can control and some that we can’t. Either way, 
there are three steps for solving problems that we can do to make 

sure we are making the best choices possible:
1) LIST– list all the things you can do by either writing them down or 

going through them in your head.

2) COMPARE– compare your choices, think what will have the better 
outcome and save you from potential trouble.

3) CHOOSE-choose the best action for you and own it! 

Below are three comic strips where we want to see you be artsy and 

draw a storyline along with the prompt above it and make good choices. 
Make sure you show the three steps above in your storyline.  

Comic Strip 2– You walk up to your friends who are all talking about fighting someone new and want you to join in on the fight. What will 
you do? 

Comic Strip 3– A friend asks you to slide your paper over while you’re  taking a test in class because they forgot to study. What will you do? 



Smart Moves 
Unit Six: How Drugs and Alcohol Effect My Body 

Section 2: Smoking Cigarettes and Vaping and the Harm 

Key outcomes and 

goals covered in this 

part:

SMG#6 

ACTIVITY:   

This activity is all about YOU! We are all different and unique in our own ways. We 

even like and dislike things that others would disagree with which is perfectly fine. 

In order for us to gain confidence and be able to better stand up for ourselves, we 

have to own what makes each of us “ME,” so below in the “M” and “E” fill in 

things that make you happy, things you like, and things that make you unique. Cut 

out the the “ME” and keep it in your room for anytime you’re feeling down or not 

so confident so you can reflect and own your “ME”. 


